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**3RD TERM EXAM** 

Text:  

My brother Redhouane is 34 years old. He is a 
teacher of science. He works at school. My brother likes 
playing football basketball and volleyball. Redhouane 
likes animals and plants a lot. He has a cat. He always 
gets up at 06:00 am. He has a shower at 06:30 am .He 
prays and He has breakfast at 06:40 am. He gets 
dressed, and goes to work at 07:00 am. He likes his job 
as a teacher because he loves helping children.

A-READING COMPREHENSION: (7pts) 

Task 01: I read and I choose the right answer (1.5pts) 
My brother is         a) teacher      b) doctor      c) architect 
He is                      a) 20              b) 30            c) 34 
Redhouane has       a) dog               b) cat          c) canary 
Task 02: I fill the table with daily activities + time (2pts)  

Time Activity 
6:00 a.m ………………………… 

………………………………… He gets dressed 

................................................ ..................................................

 
Task 03: i answer the questions (2pts) 

1- How old is Redhouane ? ……………………………… 
2- Is he a doctor ? …………………………. 

Task 4 : i find the synonymes / opposites (1pts) 

Wakes up = …………..            / dislikes =/= ……………… 

B-MASTERY OF THE LANGUAGE: 

Task 01 : I conjugate (2pts)  
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My father (go)……… To work at 08 o’clock. My mother (wash)… …..the dishes and clothes. My Aunt 
(prepare)………cake for me and my brother (do) ……. his homework.  

Task 02 : I write in full / I put hands . (1.5 pts) 

It is …………………….                  It is ten to two                 it is half past eleven 

Task 03 : I fill in the blanks with : Who – What – Where (1.5 pts) 

1- A: …………. Do you live ?    B: I live in Hessainia . 
2- A: ……………. Is your job ? B : I'm a teacher .  
3- A: …………… is that ?        B: he is my brother Abdelhak.   

Task 04 : I put the words in the right place (2pts)  

Likes – goes – watches - plays 

/S/ /Z/ /IZ/ 

C – SITUATION OF INTEGRATION: (6 pts) I write about one of : my FRIEND'S / FAMILY 

MEMBER'S "daily activities" . 

Hello,……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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